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Foreword
ndia’s solar installations surpassed the 
50 GW milestone in February 2022, 
according to Mercom India Research. 
It is an important milestone for the 

country; however, India will fall shy of installing 
the government-set target of 100 GW despite these 
achievements by 2022.

India’s energy transformation has been 
impressive to watch. We have seen installation 
trends reverse from coal to solar since the National 

Solar Policy was announced in 2009. With a new goal of adding 450 GW of 
renewables by 2030, solar in India will continue to dominate new capacity 
additions for the foreseeable future.

Investments in the Indian solar sector increased by an impressive 254% in 
the calendar year (CY) 2021 compared to CY 2020, according to Mercom India 
Research’s latest 2021 Q4 and Annual India Solar Market Update.

Investments in the large-scale solar segment in 2021 were up by 278% 
compared to 2020. The rooftop solar segment witnessed a 150% increase in 
investments compared to the previous year.

Investments through corporate funding in 2021 increased by 202% 
compared to 2020.

The increase in investments in the solar sector in 2021 is reflective of 
the increased project development activity after the Indian solar industry 
recovered strongly from the disruptions caused by COVID-19 in 2020.

In a positive development for the sector, The Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy reduced the performance security deposits to 3% of the 
contract value for all renewable tenders issued until March 31, 2023.

The Ministry clarified that the performance bank guarantee (PBG) for 
tenders issued between December 16, 2021, and the date of the notification 
should also be maintained at 3%.

The Ministry added that the EMD of 2% of the estimated project cost would 
continue for all tenders issued on or after January 1, 2022. 

Until November 2020, the PBG was in the 5%-10% range, which was 
reduced to 3% of the contract value. The move was expected to help 
developers execute contracts and projects on time and boost liquidity amid 
the Covid-19 induced economic slowdown. The EMD provision was also 
removed, and developers were allowed to provide a bid security declaration. 
In case of abnormally low bids, the implementing agencies were directed not 
to have additional security deposits and bank guarantee provisions.

Developers have been concerned about liquidity due to higher PBG and 
EMD and delays releasing the amounts while participating in tenders. 

Addressing another big issue - The Ministry of Power has said that it will 
be writing to the Department of Revenue recommending a uniform slab 
of 5% goods and services tax (GST) on all renewable energy components 
nationwide.

With global solar supply chain disruptions, a rise in the price of 
components, and various other challenges, the solar sector is already facing 
a challenging environment. For years, the solar industry has been asking 
for clarity around the GST rates. Bringing uniformity to renewable energy 
components would be a long-awaited relief for the industry.
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ALMM Compliance for C&I 
Solar Projects Deferred
The MNRE amended the effective date of the ALMM 
compliance for the Open Access and net metering projects 
from April 1, 2022, to October 1
By : Arjun Joshi

Policy
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he Ministry of New 
and Renewable Energy 
(MNRE) has amended the 
‘Approved List of Models 

and Manufacturers (ALMM) of Solar 
Modules (requirements for Compulsory 
Registration) Order, 2019, postponing 
the date of compliance for open access 
and net metering projects. Open 
access and net metering (rooftop solar) 
projects will need to source modules 
from the vendors listed in the ALMM 
starting October 1, 2022.

The amendment was earlier set to 
be effective from April 1, 2022.

The announcement comes as a relief 
to most open access and rooftop solar 
developers, giving them additional 
time to complete their existing 
projects.

ALMM Order
The MNRE had issued a mandate for 

solar cell and module manufacturers 
to register under the ALMM. Only 
manufacturers enlisted in ALMM 

could supply the projects 
tendered 

by the government agencies, mainly 
utility-scale projects, and subsidized 
residential and government rooftop 
solar projects.

But later, the MNRE amended it 
to include all net metering projects 
and open access projects. This meant 
consumers investing their funds to 
go green had to source modules from 
the restricted ALMM list. Until now, 
there are no Chinese module suppliers 
enlisted under the ALMM.

The industry firmly objected to the 
restriction of sourcing only from the 
ALMM list due to several reasons. Chief 
among them was that it limited the 
consumers’ freedom of choice to select 
modules with high power output and 
advanced technologies. Commercial 
and industrial (C&I) project developers 
generally use modules with 400W 
or above power ratings with higher 
generation efficiency as space is 
a constraint in such projects. The 
ALMM list has a minimal number of 
companies that provide higher watt 
modules, leading to a lack of options 
for the C&I solar projects.

According to the developers, 
since the 

domestic supplies need to meet the 
demand of the larger projects with 
deadlines, the availability of modules 
is a challenge. Due to the demand and 
supply gap, the prices of modules have 
also spiked.

MNRE has been consistently 
updating the list of models and module 
manufacturers under the ALMM order. 
There are now 46 domestic module 
manufacturers enlisted under the 
ALMM.

Industry appeals to the Court
The Distributed Solar Power 

Association (DiSPA), an industry body 
of developers of distributed solar 
projects, has appealed to the Delhi 
High Court. DiSPA has petitioned that 
the ALMM mandate could adversely 
impact the projects under open access 
and net metering. It is recommended 
MNRE delay the implementation of the 
ALMM for the C&I solar projects by a 
minimum of one year.

The Delhi High Court responding to 
the petition, has sought clarification 
from MNRE on the provisions made to 
protect the C&I solar projects under 
construction which would be adversely 
impacted by the ALMM Order. 

T
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By : Arjun Joshi

The Directorate General of Trade Remedies, following its 
investigation, has recommended the imposition of anti-
dumping duty on the imports of Chinese fluoro backsheets

Anti-Dumping Duty Likely 
on Backsheets Imported 
from China

Markets
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he Directorate General of 
Trade Remedies (DGTR) 
has recommended the 
imposition of anti-dumping 

duty on the imports of fluoro backsheet 
originating in or exported from China 
for five years starting March 29, 2022.

DGTR had initiated an anti-dumping 
probe after Indian module manufacturer 
RenewSys India approached it to impose 
anti-dumping duty on importing fluoro 
backsheet from China. According to 
RenewSys, the Chinese fluoro backsheet 
is identical to what is manufactured 
in India. There are no differences in 
the technical specifications, quality, 
functions, or end-uses of the dumped 
imported backsheets.

The DGTR published its findings 
and recommendations following a 

detailed probe on the imported fluoro 
backsheets from China, initiated in 
March 2021. The period of investigation 
was from October 1, 2019, to September 
30, 2020.

The directorate also conducted injury 

analysis to understand the impact of 
dumping on the domestic industry. 
The various periods covered for this 
analysis were April 2017 to March 2018, 
April 2018 to March 2019, April 2019 to 
March 2020, and the actual period of 
investigation.

Fluoro backsheet is a polymer-based 
component used in the manufacturing 
of solar photovoltaic modules and 
protects the modules against dirt, dust, 
moisture, and degradation.

DGTR, in its investigation, found that 
the fluoro backsheet has been exported 
to India at a price below the normal 
value, resulting in dumping, and noted 
that the dumping margin is substantial. 
China had dumped a total of 331 metric 
tons of fluoro backsheet annually during 
the period of investigation.

T

Solar Cells

The DGTR has 
recommended 

anti-dumping duty 
of $762/MT on fluoro 

backsheet from 
Chinese producers 

Jollywood and 
Sunwatt
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DGTR noted that the imports of fluoro 
backsheet from China have increased 
in absolute terms throughout the injury 
investigation period. The landed value 
of these imports was much below the 
non-impacting price of the domestic 
industry, indicating significant price 
underselling in the range of 20% to 30%.

DGTR found fluoro backsheet 
imports are at prices below the cost 
of sales and have a price suppression 
effect on the Indian industry. DGTR 
discovered the domestic industry was 
running into losses during the period 
of investigation. Even the profit before 
interest and tax and return on capital 
employed are negative during the 

period of investigation. The cash profits 
of the domestic industry also declined 
substantially during this period.

DGTR concluded that injury caused to 
the domestic industry is not on account 
of any other known factors. Therefore, 
the dumped imports from the subject 
country have only caused material 
injury to the domestic industry.

DGTR mentioned the information on 
record shows that the non-imposition 
of the anti-dumping duty will have 
minimal impact on the consumers or 
the downstream industry. Hence, the 
imposition of the anti-dumping duty will 
not be against the public interest.

The directorate, in conclusion, said 

that having initiated and conducted the 
investigation into dumping, injury, and 
causal link in terms of the provisions laid 
down under the Anti-Dumping Rules, 
the imposition of the anti-dumping duty 
is required to offset the dumping and 
consequent adverse impact.

Following the lesser duty rule, the 
authority recommended the imposition 
of anti-dumping duty equal to the lesser 
of the margin of dumping and the 
margin of impact to remove the impact 
on the domestic industry, which came 
up to 20%.

The DGTR has recommended anti-
dumping duty of $762/MT on fluoro 
backsheet originating in or exported 
from China from producers Jollywood 
and Sunwatt and $908/MT for all other 
producers.

As a procedure, the DGTR, the 
designated authority of the Department 
of Commerce, recommends the anti-
dumping duty, provisional or final. 
Later, the Revenue Department under 
the Ministry of Finance acts upon such 
recommendation within three months 
and imposes or disposes of such duty.

DGTR has also recommended anti-
dumping duty on certain flat-rolled 
aluminum products imported from 
China to offset the injury caused due to 
dumping in the Indian market. Hindalco 
Industries had filed an application with 
DGTR on behalf of the domestic industry 
to initiate an anti-dumping investigation 
on the imports of flat-rolled aluminum 
products from China.

Subscribe to our real-time Regulatory 
Updates to ensure that you don’t miss 
any critical updates from the renewable 
energy industry. 

Markets
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Power Exchanges Offer 
Daily Green Power Purchase
The introduction of Green Day Ahead market has helped 
procurers manage their renewable power requirements more 
efficiently on a day-ahead basis and meet their RPO targets
By : Arjun Joshi

Markets
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Power Exchange

he Indian Energy Exchange 
(IEX) and the Power 
Exchange India (PXIL) 
introduced the Green Day 

Ahead Market (GDAM) in October 
2021, a market segment that enables 
participants to purchase electricity on 
a day-ahead basis.

The intent of introducing GDAM 
was to provide additional sales 
avenues to existing renewable power 
projects that are either facing payment 
risk with the distribution companies 
under the existing power purchase 
agreements (PPAs) or have surplus 
energy.

A double-sided closed auction 
bidding process determines the prices 
and quantity of electricity traded.

As multiple buyers and sellers 
participate in GDAM, the principle 
of collective transactions leads 
to efficient price discovery and 
provides appropriate pricing signals 
to the renewable energy sector. 
GDAM enables the obligated entities 
to procure renewable power at 
competitive prices on a day-ahead 
basis and help meet their renewable 
purchase obligation (RPO) targets.

Before introducing GDAM, 
renewable power was procured 
through the green term–ahead market 
(GTAM), wherein if an entity fails to 
purchase the electricity in the bidding 
process, they will have to wait for 
another week to bid again. However, 
GDAM allows an entity to participate 
in bids every day, thus offering more 
flexibility to procure power.

ISTS charges have also been waived 
off for trading electricity through the 
GDAM.

The launch of the green day-ahead 
market has helped deepen the green 
market and provide competitive 
price signals, besides offering the 
opportunity to trade in green energy 
in the most transparent, flexible, 
competitive, and efficient way.

The distribution companies can 
also sell surplus renewable power 
generated in their area. While, 
distribution licensees, open access 
consumers, and captive power 
consumers can meet the RPO target by 
directly buying green power from the 
power exchanges. The non-obligated 

entities can buy power voluntarily 
and help increase the share of green 
power.

The introduction of GDAM is 
expected to create a domino effect 
that will lead to a gradual shift from 
PPA-based contracts to market-based 
models, which will build and develop 
the markets to the next level.

GDAM saw participation by 56 
entities trading 24.8 million units in 
October, the first month of trading for 
the market segment. According to the 
latest figures, GDAM traded 191 MU 
of energy with the weighted average 
price of ₹4.78 (~$0.063)/kWh. In 
February 2022, 188 participants took 
part in the trading, and the amount of 
power traded through GDAM has seen 
a phased increase.

Renewable Energy Certificates 
(REC)

IEX resumed trading renewable 
energy certificates (REC) in November 
2021. The last REC trading session 
was in June 2020. The exchange saw 

applications of over 800 participants 
who waited for over 16 months for 
RECs to resume to meet their RPO 
and voluntary renewable power 
obligations.

A total of 2.44 million RECs were 
traded during November, including 
2.19 million non-solar RECs and 
253,000 solar RECs. The exchange 
discovered a price of ₹2,000 (~$26.52) 
per certificate for solar RECs and 
₹1,000 (~$13.26) per certificate for 
non-solar RECs.

Since the trading resumed, IEX 
has traded 5,566,452 RECs, including 
4,697,786 non-solar RECs and 868,666 
solar RECs.

Renewable Energy Certificates 
are the green attributes that allow 
entities to offset their carbon 
footprints without investing capital 
into generation capacities. One REC 
is created when one megawatt-hour 
of electricity is generated from an 
eligible renewable energy source, i.e., 
one REC is equivalent to 1MWh or 
renewable energy.

The recently published Mercom 
India Solar Open Access Market 
Report Q4 & Annual 2021 reported a 
record growth of 222% year-over-year 
in open access installations in 2021. 
The report provides a detailed analysis 
of trading markets and their impact on 
the sector. 

T

Since the trading 
resumed, IEX has 
traded over five 

million RECs



By : Arjun Joshi

As per the new CERC’s DSM Regulations, the wind and solar 
power sellers will not be compensated for over-injection but 
will continue paying for under injection

Rules Discourage 
Over-Injection of Wind 
and Solar Power

Policy
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he Central Electricity 
Regulatory Commission 
(CERC) has issued the new 
CERC (Deviation Settlement 

Mechanism and Related Matters) 
Regulations, 2022. These regulations 
will apply to all grid-connected 
regional entities and other entities 
engaged in inter-state purchase and 
sale of electricity, where the state-level 
regulations do not exist.

CERC issued the draft regulations 
in September 2021, which were open 
for comments and suggestions. The 
effective date is to be communicated by 
the Commission separately.

Deviation charges for over-injection 
and under-injection of power

Wind and solar
In the case of over-injection by wind 

and solar power sellers, beyond 5% and 
up to 10%, the tariff is reduced by 10%. 
Wind and solar power sellers will not be 
compensated for over-injection beyond 
10%.

For under injection, the sellers 
will not have to pay any charges for 
deviation up to 10%. For deviation 
beyond 10%, the seller will need to pay 
deviation charges at 10% of the normal 
rate.

Others
As per the revised regulations, for 

a general seller of power (other than 
a run-of-river generating system or a 
generating system based on municipal 
solid waste), there will be no charges for 
deviation up to 2% for over-injection. 
For deviation beyond 2%, the entity will 
have to pay deviation charges at 10% of 
the normal rate for deviation for over-
injection.

The normal rate of deviation charges 
is referred to as the standard charges 
calculated per kWh, as defined in the 
regulations.

For under-injection, the entity will 
have to pay deviation charges for up to 
2% deviation at the normal rate. The 
generator will have to pay deviation 
charges at 120% of the normal rate for 
deviations beyond 2% and up to 10%. 
For deviation beyond 10 %, the charges 
would be 150% of the normal rate.

A seller who is a run-of-river 
generating station does not have to 
pay any charges for over-injection. For 
under injection, the entity will have to 
pay deviation charges at the normal rate 
for deviation up to 10% and 110% of the 
normal rate for deviation beyond 10%.

The generating station based on 
municipal solid waste will not have to 
pay deviation charges for over-injection. 
For under-injection, the entity will 
not have to pay deviation charges for 
deviation up to 20% of the normal rate. 
For deviation beyond 20%, the entity 
will have to pay charges at the normal 
rate for deviation.

Deviation charges for under and 
over-drawal of power

Power procurers or buyers (other 
than those with a schedule less than 
400 MW in the renewable energy-rich 
states) will not have to pay deviation 
charges for under drawal. For over-
drawal, the entity will pay deviation 
charges at the normal rate for deviation 
up to 10%. For deviation beyond 10% 
and up to 15%, the buyer will have 
to pay deviation charges at 120% of 
the normal rate. For over drawal 
beyond 15%, the entity will have to pay 
deviation charges at 150% of the normal 
rate. 

T Wind and solar 
power sellers will not 

be compensated 
for over-injection 

beyond 10%
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Buyers (with a schedule up to 400 
MW) are not required to pay any 
charges for under-drawal. For over-
drawal, the entity will have to pay 
deviation charges at the normal rate 
for deviation up to 20%, and for over 
drawal beyond 20%, the entity will have 
to pay at 120% of the normal rate.

Buyers in renewable energy-rich 
states will not have to pay deviation 
charges for under-drawal. For over-
drawal, the entity will have to pay at the 
normal rate for deviation up to 10%. For 
over drawal beyond the limit of 10% and 
up to 15%, the entity will have to pay 
deviation charges at 120% of the normal 
rate. For over drawal beyond 15%, the 
entity will have to pay deviation charges 
at 150% of the normal rate.

The normal rate of charges for 
deviation for a time block will be equal 
to the weighted average ancillary 
service charge (in paise/kWh) computed 
based on the total quantum of ancillary 
services deployed and the net charges 
payable to the ancillary service 
providers for all the regions for that 
time block.

However, for a year from the date of 
effect of these regulations, the normal 
rate of charges for deviation for a time 
block will be equal to the highest of 
the weighted average area clearing 
price (ACP) of the day ahead market 

segments of all the power exchanges, 
the weighted average ACP of the real-
time market segments of all the power 
exchanges, or the weighted average 
ancillary service charge of all the 
regions for that time block.

Reporting
By every Thursday, regional load 

despatch centers should provide the 
data for deviation calculated for the 
previous week ending on Sunday 
midnight to the secretariat of the 
respective regional power committees. 
After receiving the data, the secretariat 
of the regional power committee should 
prepare and issue the statement of 
charges for deviation prepared for the 
previous week to all regional entities by 
the ensuing Tuesday.

Payment of deviation charges
The payment of deviation charges 

will have a high priority, and the 
concerned regional entity should pay 
the due amounts within seven days of 
the issue of the statement of charges 
for deviation by the Regional Power 
Committee, failing which a late payment 
surcharge of 0.04% will be payable for 
each day of delay.

Any regional entity which at any 
time during the previous financial year 
fails to make payment of charges for 

deviation within the time specified in 
these regulations will be required to 
open a Letter of Credit (LC) equal to 
110% of their average payable weekly 
liability for deviations in the previous 
financial year in favor of the concerned 
regional load despatch center within a 
fortnight from the start of the current 
financial year.

In case of failure to pay into the 
deviation and ancillary service pool 
account within seven days from the date 
of issue of the statement of deviation 
charges, the regional load despatch 
center will be entitled to encash the LC 
of the concerned regional entity to the 
extent of the default and the concerned 
regional entity will recoup the LC 
amount within three days.

Post the implementation of the 
regulations, the load despatch center 
will manage all deviations according 
to ancillary services regulations. The 
computation, charges, and related 
matters regarding such deviation will 
be dealt with as per the following 
provisions of the new regulations.

After issuing the draft regulations, 
various wind and solar energy project 
developers Mercom spoke to had raised 
concerns about being charged a penalty 
for under injection but granted no 
compensation for over injection 
of power. 

Policy
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he Ministry of New 
and Renewable Energy 
(MNRE) has issued an 
order granting additional 

extension of up to three months in the 
scheduled commissioning date for wind 
power projects with power purchase 
agreements (PPAs) signed before June 15, 
2021.

The ministry specified that the 
extension might be considered on a 
case-to-case basis after due diligence 
and careful consideration of the case’s 
specific circumstances. The order also 
includes wind power projects for which 
the wind turbine generators have been 
ordered before June 15, 2021.

This will be in addition to the 
extension of two and half months 
previously granted for projects with 
commissioning dates between April 1 
and June 15, 2021.

The Ministry noted that the step 
had been taken after receiving various 
representations from the wind industry 
requesting an additional time extension 
for wind power projects as a special case, 
considering supply chain disruption due 
to the second Covid -19 surge followed by 
monsoon-related disruptions.

The manufacturing of wind turbines 
requires a large number of components. 
Also, installing a wind turbine requires 
the transportation of heavy and large 
components such as nacelle, tower, 
and blades and the movement of 
construction machinery at the site. The 

broad disruption period considered by 
MNRE during the second Covid-19 surge 
ended on June 15, 2021.

In May last year, MNRE had issued 
a notification that renewable energy 
projects with commissioning dates on 
or after April 1, 2021, could claim an 
extension owing to the second surge 
of the Covid-19 pandemic. MNRE had, 
however, cautioned developers that the 
time extension should not be used as a 
ground for the termination of the power 
purchase agreement or claiming any 
increase in the project cost, including 
interest during construction or upward 
revision of the tariff.

As per the recently released data 
by MNRE, the wind capacity additions 
declined 58% YoY in the fourth quarter 
(Q4) of 2021 with 212 MW, compared to 
500 MW in 2020. Quarter-over-quarter 
wind installations also fell by 45% 
compared to 384 MW installed in Q3 
2021.

Early last year, MNRE had issued a 
notification denying requests for another 
five-month extension for commissioning 
renewable energy projects, stating that 
these extensions would not be granted 
in a routine manner going forward. 
The MNRE said it had received requests 
for another five-month extension for 
renewable projects commissioning on 
top of its previous five-month extension 
between March 25, 2020, and August 
24, 2020, amid the COVID-19 induced 
lockdown. 

T
By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

Considering the supply chain and 
monsoon related disruptions, the MNRE 
has granted developers an additional 
three months to commission wind projects

Supply Chain 
Disruptions Hit 
Wind Projects
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According to Mercom’s India Solar Open Access Market 
Report Q4 and Annual 2021, the low landed cost for open 
access helped increase the number of installations in 2021
By : Arjun Joshi

Low Landed Cost – A Must 
to Boost Open Access 
Solar Installations
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he low landed cost for open 
access was identified as 
one of the primary factors 
contributing to the growth of 

open access installations across India, as 
per Mercom’s India Solar Open Access 
Market Report Q4 and Annual 2021.

The landed cost of open access is 
defined as the cost including all open 
access charges, including wheeling 
charge, additional surcharge, cross-
subsidy surcharge, and the tariff set in 
the power purchase agreement (PPA).

According to Mercom India’s report, 
the tariffs for long-term open access 
(LTOA) range from ₹3.50 (~$0.047)/
kWh to ₹5 (~$0.067)/kWh in most states, 
and the landed open access cost ranges 
between ₹3.70 (~$0.049)/kWh to ₹7.14 
(~$0.096)/kWh.

Open access installations are usually 
driven by demand from consumers 
wanting to procure power at a lower 
price in comparison to the power 
procured from the commercial and 
industrial (C&I) retail supply.

In Uttar Pradesh, where the C&I 
retail supply tariff is in the range of 
₹7.94 (~$0.10)/kWh to ₹9.91 (~$0.13)/
kWh, the comparatively lower landed 
open access cost is driving the growth 
of open access. The state also waived 
off additional surcharges, which led to 
developers getting considerable margins 
on the net landed cost. Uttar Pradesh 
spearheaded the open access solar 
capacity additions in Q4 2021 with 113 
MW, accounting for 38% of the total 
capacity additions in the quarter. In 
2021, 397.5 MW open access projects 
were installed in the state.

In Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu, the 
growth was primarily driven by energy-
intensive industries such as cement, 
pharmaceutical, metals, and electrical 
equipment manufacturers, which set 
up open access projects via captive and 
group captive models. These industries 
find open access as an ideal solution to 
reduce costs as electricity contributes 
a significant amount to their operating 
costs. Tamil Nadu installed 217 MW 
of open access projects in 2021, while 
Maharashtra witnessed 213 MW.

The C&I retail tariff in Tamil Nadu 
falls in the range of ₹6.35 (~$0.082)/
kWh to ₹8.05 (~$0.105)/kWh. Although 
the difference between the landed 
open access cost, and the C&I tariff is 
moderate, the state is witnessing a lot 
of upcoming projects under the group 
captive model.

Maharashtra has a C&I retail tariff 
ranging from ₹6.96 (~$0.092)/kWh 
and ₹11.20 (~$0.146)/kWh, which is the 
highest in the commercial category 
among the top open access states. This 
makes open access solar the most viable 
option.

This year’s report included an 
analysis of open access installations in 
two new states, Kerala and Himachal 
Pradesh, where the installation numbers 
haven’t increased much during the last 
year.

The report notes that the tariffs for 
LTOA in Kerala range between ₹3.50 
(~$0.045)/kWh to ₹4.00 (~$0.052)/kWh, 
whereas in Himachal Pradesh, it is ₹3.50 
(~$0.045)/kWh to ₹4.50 (~$0.058)/kWh.

The difference between the C&I 
tariffs and open access landed cost 

was minimal, leading the consumers in 
these states to opt for the C&I instead, 
thus reducing the open access projects 
commissioned in these states.

Mercom’s analysis suggests that in 
Karnataka and Maharashtra, where 
the landed open access costs are very 
high, reducing these costs to meet the 
consumer needs could facilitate even 
more substantial growth of the segment. 
In Karnataka, open access charges 
account for 51% of the overall landed 
cost and 50% in Maharashtra.

In nine states, including Punjab, 
Madya Pradesh, and Uttarakhand, open 
access charges account for more than 
40% of the overall landed cost.

In sharp contrast, with the lowest 
landed cost, Chhattisgarh is one the 
most attractive states for the growth of 
LTOA. In Chhattisgarh, which did away 
with additional surcharges and cross 
subsidy surcharges, open access charges 
contribute to a mere 5% of the landed 
cost. Chhattisgarh saw 47 MW of open 
access installation in 2021, the highest 
ever in a calendar year.

Telangana, where open access 
charges contribute to 44% of the 
landed cost, increased its additional 
surcharge by 20% to ₹1.15 (~$0.015)/
kWh. Uttarakhand reduced its additional 
surcharge by 45% to ₹1.07 (~$0.014)/
kWh.

The recently published Mercom India 
Solar Open Access Market Report Q4 & 
Annual 2021 reported a record growth 
of 222% year-over-year in open access 
installations in 2021. The report provides 
a detailed analysis of trading markets 
and their impact on the sector. 
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Uniform GST Slab for 
All Renewable Energy 
Components
GST for renewable energy components was increased from 
5% to 12% in September 2021

Policy
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he Ministry of Power (MoP) 
informed that it would be 
writing to the Department 
of Revenue recommending 

a uniform slab of 5% goods and services 
tax (GST) on all renewable energy 
components nationwide.

In this regard, MoP, during a meeting 
under the Chairpersonship of CEA, 
had requested renewable energy 
associations and developers to furnish 
the list of such components and raw 
materials which are utilized in the 
development of projects related to solar, 
wind, pumped hydropower, battery 
energy storage system, bioenergy, 
waste to energy, green hydrogen, green 
ammonia, carbon capture, and electric 
vehicles for which GST reduction 
can be proposed to Department of 
Revenue to promote renewable energy 
technologies.

This move comes on the heels of the 
CEO of NITI Aayog’s demi official letter 
to the Secretary of the Department of 
Revenue advocating a uniform GST slab 
on all renewable energy components.

MoP also requested renewable energy 

associations and developers to provide 
the harmonized system code and the 
present GST rate against the proposed 
components and raw materials.

The reduction in GST for renewable 
energy components is to help India 
achieve the “Panchamrit” targets 
announced by the Prime Minister at 
U.N. Climate Change Conference in 
Glasgow (COP26). The ‘Panchamrit’ 
targets include enhancing non-fossil 
energy capacity to 500 MW, meeting 
50% of India’s energy requirements 
with renewable energy, reducing the 
projected carbon emission by one 
billion tons, and reducing the economy’s 
carbon intensity by 45% by 2030. The 
fifth target is for India to achieve net 
zero by 2070.

The GST council, in September 
2021, announced the GST increase for 
‘specified renewable energy parts,’ from 
5% to 12%, which came into effect the 
following month. With the increase 
in GST from 5% to 12% on renewable 
energy equipment, at the project level, 
the new effective rate of GST on wind 
and solar power comes to around 13.8%.

With global solar supply chain 
disruptions, a rise in the price of 
components, and various other 
challenges, the solar sector is already 
facing a challenging environment. The 
increase in GST rates is expected to 
exacerbate the problem. Confusion 
around taxes and unexpected increases 
has always alarmed international 
investors who are crucial to help 
fund the renewable aspirations of the 
country.

Stakeholders Mercom spoke to said 
the increase in the GST rate would 
affect the economic feasibility of 
renewable energy projects and will 
have a detrimental effect on the under-
construction and upcoming projects. 
Though the developers can always claim 
compensation under the ‘Change in 
Law’ clause, the developers don’t want 
to get into the legal quagmire as GST 
claims have taken years to resolve.

For years, the solar industry has been 
asking for clarity around the GST rates. 
Bringing uniformity to renewable energy 
components would be a long-awaited 
relief for the industry.  
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By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

According to Mercom India Research, the solar installations 
in the country crossed the 50 GW mark, with 43 GW of 
utility-scale and 7 GW rooftop solar

Solar Installations in India 
Reach 50 GW
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ndia’s cumulative solar 
installations have hit the 
50 GW milestone as of 
February 2022, according to 

Mercom India Research. The country’s 
installations came from 43 GW of 
utility-scale solar and 7 GW of rooftop 
solar.

It is an important milestone for the 
country at the beginning of the year as 
it works its way to the 100 GW target 
set for the end of 2022. The country at 
present has a development pipeline of 
53 GW.

India crossed the 40 GW mark 
in March 2021. The National Solar 
Mission’s original target was 20 GW 
by 2022 but was revised to 100 GW by 
2022. In May 2019, India had marked 
the 30 GW milestone.

According to the recently released 
Q4 & Annual India Solar Market Update, 
India installed a record 10 GW of new 
solar capacity in 2021, a big jump of 
210% year-over-year (YoY) compared to 
3.2 GW installed in 2020.

The country added nearly 1.7 GW 

of new rooftop solar installations, an 
increase of 138% compared to 2020.

The 50 GW mark is an achievement 
for the country, which added 10 GW of 
new solar capacity additions last year 
despite challenges on various fronts, 
including the Covid-19 pandemic, 

disruptions in the global solar supply 
chain, and an increase in raw material 
prices. If not for policy uncertainties 
and market volatility, the installations 
could have been higher.

“India’s energy transformation has 
been impressive to watch. We have seen 

I
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installation trends reverse from coal 
to solar since the National Solar Policy 
was announced in 2009. With a new 
goal of adding 450 GW of renewables 
by 2030, solar in India will continue 
to dominate new capacity additions 

for the foreseeable future,” said Raj 
Prabhu, CEO of Mercom Capital Group.

Solar accounted for 12.4% of the total 
installed power capacity and 32% of the 
total installed renewable capacity at the 
end of December 2021. Newly installed 

solar capacity in 2021 reached a record 
high, making up 62% of the total power 
capacity additions in 2021.

India will fall shy of installing the 
government-set target of 100 GW 
despite these achievements by 2022. 
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The MNRE has changed the performance bank guarantee 
for renewable energy tenders for the third time in less 
than two years
By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

Performance Guarantee 
Reduced to 3% for 
Renewable Energy Tenders

Policy
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he Ministry of New 
and Renewable Energy 
(MNRE) has reduced the 
performance security 

deposits to 3% of the contract value for 
all renewable tenders issued until 
March 31, 2023.

The Ministry clarified that the 
performance bank guarantee (PBG) for 
tenders issued between December 16, 
2021, and the date of the notification 
should also be maintained at 3%.

The Ministry added that the EMD 
of 2% of the estimated project cost 
would continue for all tenders issued 
on or after January 1, 2022. For the 
period prior to January 1, 2022, the 
EMD amount as notified by MNRE in 
November 2020 would be applicable.

The back and forth on PBG and EMD
Until November 2020, the PBG 

was in the 5%-10% range, which was 
reduced to 3% of the contract value. The 

move was expected to help developers 
execute contracts and projects on time 
and boost liquidity amid the Covid-19 
induced economic slowdown. The 
EMD provision was also removed, and 
developers were allowed to provide 
a bid security declaration. In case of 
abnormally low bids, the implementing 
agencies were directed not to have 
additional security deposits and bank 
guarantee provisions.

Later in December 2021, the Ministry 
directed the implementing agencies, 
which included the Solar Energy 
Corporation of India (SECI), NTPC, and 
NHPC, to set the performance bank 
guarantee at 4% of the estimated project 
cost (in cases where the procurer 
specifies the site) and 5% (in cases where 
the generator chooses the site) for all 
upcoming tenders. MNRE had also 
reinstated the earnest money deposit 
(EMD) requirements and set it at 2% of 
the estimated project cost for upcoming 

renewable energy tenders.
MNRE was also mulling alternative 

arrangements for EMD and PBG 
submitted by developers to SECI and 
NTPC for solar, wind, and hybrid power 
projects in response to developer 
requests to ease liquidity in the sector. 
MNRE had proposed two alternatives to 
the EMD practice. The first alternative 
was giving a letter of comfort from the 
Indian Renewable Energy Development 
Agency or a similar agency. The second 
alternative was providing EMD in the 
form of a corporate guarantee.

Developers have been concerned 
about liquidity due to higher PBG and 
EMD and delays releasing the amounts 
while participating in tenders. The 
Ministry has been addressing these 
issues consistently.

Subscribe to Mercom’s real-time 
Regulatory Updates to ensure you don’t 
miss any critical updates from the 
renewable industry. 
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By : Arjun Joshi

DISCOMs owed all power generators an overdue 
amount equivalent to ₹1.09 trillion and renewable 
power generators an overdue amount of ₹209.16 billion

Tamil Nadu and 
Maharashtra DISCOMs 
Owe the Most to Power 
Generators
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istribution companies 
(DISCOMs) owed renewable 
generators ₹209.16 billion 
(~$2.74 billion) in overdue 

payments (excluding disputed 
amounts) at the end of March 2022, 
according to the data released by the 
Ministry of Power.

The figure reported was 2% higher 
than ₹205.17 billion (~$2.68 billion) at 
the end of February 2022.

Overdue amounts are dues that are 
past their due date (between 45-60 
days) and remain partially or entirely 
unpaid.

According to the data released 
by the Ministry of Power’s payment 
ratification and analysis portal 
PRAAPTI, the outstanding amount to 
renewable generators at the end of 
the month dropped (76%) to ₹942.80 
million (~$12.39 million). At the end of 
February, the amount was ₹3.92 billion 
(~$51.21 million).

Dues that remain partially or entirely 
unpaid but are still not past their due 
dates (less than 60 days) are considered 
outstanding dues.

At the end of the month, DISCOMs 
owed all power generators an overdue 
amount equivalent to ₹1.09 trillion 
(~$14.33 billion), an increase of 5% from 
₹1.03 trillion (~$13.54 billion) at the end 
of February 2022.

The outstanding amount at the end 

of March 2022 stood at ₹113.76 billion 
(~$1.49 billion), a decrease of 37% from 
₹181.94 billion (~$2.39 billion) at the 
end of February.

For March, the DISCOMs released 
₹117.25 billion (~$1.54 billion) against 
the overdue amount, a decrease of 
29% compared to ₹165.14 billion (~$2.17 
billion) during February. The DISCOMs 
released ₹35.48 billion (~$466.68 
million) against the outstanding 
amount, marking a decrease of 22% 
from ₹45.34 billion (~$596.21 million) in 
February.

At the end of the month, the three 
renewable generators that DISCOMs 
owed the most to were Adani Green 
Energy, Hero Future Energies, and Tata 
Power Company.

Among the states, Tamil Nadu 
had the highest backlog with an 
overdue amount of ₹202.98 billion 
(~$2.66 billion), followed closely 

by Maharashtra and Rajasthan, 
with ₹172.13 billion (~$2.26 billion) 
and ₹108.19 billion (~$1.42 billion), 
respectively.

In terms of ease of doing business 
with the DISCOMs, Jammu & Kashmir 
and Meghalaya were at the lowest rung. 
Other states that did badly during 
the month were Tamil Nadu, Andhra 
Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Jharkhand.

The states that performed well 
during the month were Himachal 
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Assam, 
Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, 
Chhattisgarh, Odisha, Gujarat, Goa, 
and Kerala.

Union Power Minister RK Singh 
outlined the various steps taken by 
the government to help improve 
the financial health of DISCOMs in 
a written reply in Rajya Sabha. The 
minister added REC Limited and 
the Power Finance Corporation had 
disbursed loans to the tune of ₹1.03 
trillion (~$13.78 billion) to power 
generators, independent power 
producers, and renewable generators. 
Under the long-term transition loans, 
the disbursement has been linked with 
DISCOMs undertaking specified reform 
measures.

Subscribe to Mercom’s real-time 
Regulatory Updates to ensure you don’t 
miss any critical updates from the 
renewable industry. 
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For March, the 

DISCOMs released 
$117.25 billion 

against the overdue 
amount, a decrease 

of 29% compared 
to February





By : Arjun Joshi

Mercom India’s 2021 Q4 and Annual India Solar Market 
Update found an increase in investment in the solar sector 
following the active project development post the pandemic 
induced lockdowns

Investments in Solar 
Sector Soar in 2021
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nvestments in the Indian 
solar sector increased by 
an impressive 254% in the 
calendar year (CY) 2021 

compared to CY 2020, according to 
Mercom India Research’s latest 2021 
Q4 and Annual India Solar Market 
Update.

Investments in the large-scale solar 
segment in 2021 were up by 278% 

compared to 2020. The rooftop solar 
segment witnessed a 150% increase in 
investments compared to the previous 
year.

Investments through corporate 
funding in 2021 increased by 202% 
compared to 2020.

The increase in investments in the 
solar sector in 2021 is reflective of the 
increased project development activity 

after the Indian solar industry recovered 
strongly from the disruptions caused by 
COVID-19 in 2020.

Fourth Quarter (Q4) 2021
Investments in the solar sector 

declined by 14%, in the fourth quarter 
(Q4) of CY 2021, compared to Q3 
2021. However, in a year-over-year 
comparison, the investments 

I



increased by 109%.
Large-scale solar and rooftop solar 

segment investments dipped 6% and 4%, 
respectively, compared to the previous 
quarter.

Investments through corporate 
funding in Q4 2021 fell by 46% compared 
to the previous quarter.

The investments in Q4 2021 fell 
in line with the lower installations 
during the quarter, which was down 
7% compared to Q3 2021. Installations 
were impacted as projects in Rajasthan 
are awaiting the Supreme Court’s ruling 
on the transmission lines that were to 
run through the priority or potential 
territory of the Great Indian Bustard 
(GIB) habitat.

Some of the deals that grabbed the 
headlines in 2021:
•  Adani Green Energy raised $750 

million by issuing its maiden ListCo 
senior green bonds.

•  Independent renewable power 
producer ReNew Power received 
$610 million in net proceeds from the 
SPAC deal, including funds from RMG 
II’s former trust account and private 
placement in public equity.

•  ReNew Power raised $585 million 
through green bonds listed on the 
Global Securities Market (GSM) of 
India International Exchange at GIFT 
International Financial Services 
Centre (IFSC).

•  Through its 100% subsidiary Azure 
Power Energy, Azure Power 
Global raised $414 million through 
dollar green bonds. The bond 
issuance drew interest from global 
investors, with more than 60% of 
the issuance placed with US and 

European investors.
•  Virescent Renewable Energy 

Trust (VRET), a renewable energy 
infrastructure investment trust 
(InvIT) from KKR’s Virescent 
Infrastructure, raised a total of 
$288.4 million through listed non-
convertible debentures (NCD) and 
long-term debt financing.
Mercom’s 2021 Q4 and Annual India 

Solar Market Update report covers all 
facets of India’s solar market. For the 
complete report, visit our website. 
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Rollover of Banked 
Renewable Energy in 
Karnataka
The KERC recently ruled that the renewable energy banked and 
remaining unutilized as of March 31, 2021, should be utilized on or 
before August 31, 2022
By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

Policy
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he Karnataka Electricity 
Regulatory Commission 
(KERC) recently ruled 
that the energy banked 

and unutilized as of March 31, 2021, 
including the carried forward banked 
energy for the financial year 2020 
from all renewable sources, both REC 
(renewable energy certificate) and 
non-REC route, should be utilized 
on or before August 31, 2022, by the 
companies’ wheeling energy under the 
wheeling and banking agreement (WBA).

The Commission passed the order to 
carry forward the excess banked energy 
considering the COVID-19 pandemic.

Further, the electricity supply 
companies (ESCOMs) are not liable to 
pay any amount for the banked energy 
for the financial year (FY) 2020 and FY 

2021, remaining unutilized energy as 
of August 31, 2022, to the companies 
wheeling the energy. However, the 
ESCOMs must process the application 
received for the addition or deletion of 
consumers within the time stipulated 
in the wheeling and banking agreement 
without any delay.

Background
The Ministry of New and Renewable 

Energy (MNRE) had issued an advisory 
to the states of Andhra Pradesh, 
Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu, advising 
them to consider permitting the rollover 
of banked electricity from solar rooftop 
projects and open access renewable 
energy generating stations under the 
captive and third-party sale, from FY 
2019-20 and FY 2020-21 to FY 2021-22.

Citing the above notification, 
many generators had approached 
the Commission to carry forward the 
banked energy.

Considering the representation 
of generators and the opinion of the 
government of Karnataka, the Karnataka 
Power Transmission Corporation 
Limited (KPTCL), and ESCOMs, the 
Commission passed an order on June 
25, 2020, allowing the carry forward of 
the remaining unutilized banked energy 
as of May 31, 2020, up to July 31, 2020. 
The carryforward was allowed for mini 
hydel generators who had executed the 
wheeling and banking agreement. This 
was subject to the condition that any 
banked energy allowed to be carried 
forward and remaining unutilized until 
July 31, 2020, will be deemed to have 
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been supplied to the concerned ESCOM 
at no cost.

Further, the Commission ordered that 
no banked energy carry forward will be 
allowed for renewable projects under 
the REC route and the non-REC route 
other than the mini hydel projects.

This order from the Commission was 
challenged by a developer, Shri Keshav 
Cements and Infra, before the Karnataka 
High Court, Dharwad bench. The High 
Court quashing the order directed the 
Commission to allow another hearing 
of the petition by the developers within 
two months of its ruling.

In their new petition to the 
Commission, various developers 
requested considering mini hydel 
projects in the new ruling and allowing 
the carrying forward of the banked 
energy further considering the 
pandemic induced lockdowns and 
economic conditions of the industry.

KPTCL, in its response to the public 
hearing, had submitted that the carry 
forward of banked energy could be 
considered as per the conditions in the 
wheeling and banking agreement.

The Power Company of Karnataka 
Limited (PCKL) added that due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic, ESCOMs 
sales, particularly to the industrial 
and commercial segment, reduced 
substantially, resulting in revenue losses 
and also a reduction in cross subsidy 
amount realized. ESCOMs could not 
recover their annual recurring revenue 
and pay the monthly charges to the 
generating station and the transmission 
utility.

Further, PCKL, in its submission, said 
that considering the availability and 
requirement for FY 2023 and FY 2024, 
there would be a surplus of 20,068 MU 
& 19,772 MU. As per ESCOMs estimate, 
the energy surplus would be 27,664 
MU and 27,986 MU for FY23 and FY24, 
respectively.

Commission’s analysis
The Commission observed that 

restrictions due to the pandemic were 
removed in phases, and therefore, the 
economy started picking up during the 
second half of FY22. The Commission 
noted that the pandemic also impacted 
the economy in FY21.

Considering these circumstances 
and having regard to the orders of the 
High Court, the Commission decided 
to allow rollover of banked energy to 
all renewable projects having a banking 
facility, namely solar, mini-hydel, and 
wind projects, irrespective of REC or 
non-REC route by five months from 
April 2022 to August 2022.

The Commission noted that the 
generators and open access consumers 
have agreed that the Covid pandemic is 
a force majeure situation.

“Going by the force majeure clause 

of WBA, the ESCOMs are not liable to 
make any payments for energy wheeled 
and banked during the force majeure 
condition. In such a case, the order 
memo issued by MNRE, keeping in view 
the pandemic situation nationwide, 
would be an advisory and has no 
binding effect,” the Commission added.

The Commission, therefore, decided 
to allow a reasonable time up to August 
31, 2022, to utilize the remaining banked 
energy on March 31, 2021, including the 
banked energy of FY 20 carried forward 
to FY 21.

The Commission stated that adhering 
strictly to the wheeling and banking 
agreement would not serve the purpose 
of MNRE notification in an unforeseen 
pandemic situation. Also, MNRE 
envisaged that the rollover was essential. 
The lapse of banked energy or purchase 
at the average power procurement cost 
(APPC) rate would severely affect the 
developer’s profitability and consumers 
associated with such transactions.

Considering the facts, the 
Commission ruled that the renewable 
energy banked and remaining unutilized 
as of March 31, 2021, including the 
carried forward banked energy of FY 
2020 from all renewable energy sources, 
both REC, and non-REC routes, should 
be utilized on or before August 31, 2022, 
by the companies’ wheeling energy 
under the WBA.

The Karnataka Renewable Energy 
Development (KREDL), in its recently 
issued and still to be implemented ‘Draft 
Karnataka Renewable Energy Policy 
2021-2026’, mentioned that no banking 
facility would be available for renewable 
energy projects implemented under the 
ISTS category.

In September 2020, the Karnataka 
Electricity Regulatory Commission 
issued a discussion paper on wheeling 
charges and banking facilities for 
renewable projects. The Commission 
noted a need to revise the transmission 
and wheeling charges applicable to 
non-REC (renewable energy certificate) 
route-based renewable power projects 
and examine the banking facility 
extended to them.

Subscribe to Mercom’s real-time 
Regulatory Updates to ensure you don’t 
miss any critical updates from the 
renewable industry. 

The lapse of banked 
energy or purchase 

at the APPC rate 
affects developer’s 

profitability
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Colored Perovskite Solar 
Modules Can Act as 
Reflective Building Material
Researchers at KIT Germany developed color solar cells to be 
easily integrated into building materials
By : Arjun Joshi

esearchers at the Karlsruhe 
Institute of Technology 
(KIT) in Germany have 
developed colored solar 

cells from inexpensive perovskite 

semiconductor material, which can 
be integrated into facades or roofs 
of buildings and imitate the optics of 
building materials like marble.

In a series of experiments, the 

researchers proved that the method 
developed initially for silicon solar 
modules can also be applied efficiently 
to perovskite solar modules. The 
researchers maintain that solar cells 

R
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colored cyan, magenta, and yellow 
reached up to 60% of the original 
efficiency when converting solar 
energy into power.

Colors can be mixed as the 
researchers used inkjet printing in 
fabricating the modules. This does 
not only lead to a wide spectrum of 
colors, but it is also possible to print 
complex color patterns. Researchers 
produced solar modules looking like 
various building materials. Perovskite 
solar modules with white marble optics 
reached up to 14% efficiency.

“So far, the color impression of 
colored perovskite solar cells has 
been dependent on the angle of the 
incident light. With our method, the 
color is nearly independent of the 
angle of incident solar radiation and 
always looks the same,” explains Helge 
Eggers, project coordinator, Institute of 
Microstructure Technology.

By building-integrated photovoltaics, 

the photovoltaic system will not have 
to be installed on roofs or facades but 
replaced by a module, saving on the 
additional costs. The researchers stated 
that a small efficiency is better for 
building-integrated photovoltaics than 
a wall supplying no power at all.

At the laboratory, perovskite solar 
cells reached efficiencies above 25%. 
Compared to silicon solar cells of 
similar efficiency, the initial materials 
used in the former case are cheaper 
and simpler production methods.

As of 2022, all new buildings in 
the state of Baden-Württemberg 

must be equipped with photovoltaic 
systems. This will also apply to private 
households, whose share of solar 
installations is still minimal from May. 
The colored cell can pave the way for 
a change in consumer perception and 
broader adoption.

Earlier, researchers from Helmholtz-
Zentrum Berlin have claimed to have 
set a new conversion efficiency record 
of 29.80% in a tandem solar cell made 
of perovskite and silicon. The result 
was certified by Fraunhofer ISE CalLab. 
The researchers improved upon their 
earlier conversion efficiency record of 
29.15%.

Scientists from South Korea-based 
Gwangju Institute used L-alanine as 
an additive to perovskite materials to 
passivate defects and increase grains in 
perovskite solar cells to overcome the 
problem. They confirmed that solar 
cell efficiency increased to 20.3% 
from 18.3%. 

Perovskite solar 
modules with white 

marble optics 
reached up to 
14% efficiency

Solar Modules





Procuring Battery Energy 
Storage Systems Along 
with Ancillary Services
The Ministry of Power, to facilitate the growth of the battery 
storage sector, issued guidelines for the procuring and utilizing 
BESS with ancillary services
By : Arjun Joshi

he Ministry of Power has 
issued guidelines to procure 
and utilize battery energy 
storage systems (BESS) as 

part of the generation, transmission, 
and distribution assets, along with 
ancillary services. The guidelines aim 
to facilitate the growth of the battery 
storage sector and help establish a 

uniform framework for all the 
stakeholders.

These guidelines 
are being issued 

under the 

provisions of Section 63 of the 
Electricity Act for procuring energy 
from BESS through competitive bidding 
from grid-connected projects to be set 
up on a “Build-Own-Operate” or “Build-
Own-Operate-Transfer” basis.

Battery storage plays a significant 
role in solving the intermittent nature 
of renewable energy. The guidelines 
are framed to support India in its goal 
of installing 500 GW of non-fossil 
energy. The investments in the energy 
storage sector have also been on the 
rise globally, with the total corporate 
funding at $17 billion in 2021 alone, 
according to Mercom Capital Group’s 
2021 Funding and M&A Report for 

Storage, Grid, & Efficiency.
The battery storage 

projects with ancillary 
services will help 

establish an 

independent ecosystem. Recognizing 
the need for such services, the Central 
Electricity Regulatory Commission 
(CERC), in its Ancillary Services 
Regulations, 2021, made provisions to 
allow for energy storage and demand 
response resources to provide ancillary 
services.

Ancillary services have been an 
integral part of the electricity ecosystem 
worldwide. The basic frequency and 
voltage control services are embedded 
in the electricity supply system. To 
enable these essential services, specific 
support services known as ancillary 
services are required to complement 
reliable and efficient grid operation. 
Ancillary services are required to 
maintain load-generation balance, 
voltage and reactive power support, and 
generation and transmission reserves.

The guidelines outline the bidding 
process for the storage projects to be 
commissioned across the country.

T
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Bidding Guidelines
As per the guidelines, the earnest 

money deposit (EMD) must not be 
more than 2% of the estimated capital 
cost of the battery storage project. 
The performance bank guarantee 
(PBG) is set at 5% of the project cost. 
MNRE reduced the PBG amount to 3% 
for all renewable projects in a recent 
notification.

The minimum term of the battery 
energy storage purchase agreement 
(BESPA) period is eight years from the 
scheduled commissioning date (SCD) 
or the date of full commissioning 
of the project, whichever is later – 
considering the prevailing life cycle 
of battery systems being used without 
replacement. BESPA should be signed 
within 30 days after issuing the letter of 
award.

Intra-state BESS projects should have 
a minimum individual project size of 1 
MW and above, with a suitable energy 
rating based on the application at one 
site with a minimum bid capacity of 1 
MW.

Inter-state BESS projects should have 
a minimum individual project capacity 
of 50 MW and above with a suitable 
energy rating based on the application 
at one site with a minimum bid capacity 
of 50 MW at the minimum voltage level.

As per the guidelines, the procurer 
could accept part commissioning of 
the project if the minimum capacity 

for acceptance of the first part 
commissioning will be 50% of project 
capacity or 50 MW, whichever is 
lower. For ISTS-connected projects, 
the minimum commissioning capacity 
for the first phase will be 50 MW. The 
total number of installments in which a 
project can be commissioned should not 
exceed three phases.

In case of project capacity up to 
250 MW, the maximum timeline for 
commissioning projects without any 
liquidated damages will be 18 months 
from the effective date of the BESPA. 
While, for a project with more than 250 
MW capacity, the SCD will be 24 months 
after the effective date of the BESPA.

The BESS Developer (BESSD) 
will be free to replenish the battery 
capacity from time to time during 
the BESPA duration at their cost and 
expense to meet the performance 
criteria. However, the procurer will be 
obligated to buy power only within the 
performance range as specified in the 
BESPA and at the charges applicable as 
per the existing agreements.

As per the guidelines, the BESS 
developer can attain the financial 
closure within the date, which is 12 
months from signing the BESPA.

The project should be designed for 
inter-connection with intra (InSTS) or 
inter-state transmission system (ISTS) 
substation, either directly or through a 
pooling substation where other projects 

also inter-connect before the InSTS or 
ISTS substation through a transmission.

Depending on the implementation 
arrangements and design of the 
evacuation system, the capital costs of 
the transmission lines and substations 
before the InSTS or ISTS substation may 
either be directly paid by the BESSD 
or paid by the renewable energy park 
developer or another implementation 
agency and claimed from the BESSD as 
directly attributed or apportioned and 
recovered in total or as payments over 
the years.

The guidelines state that in cases 
where the procurer does not specify 
the project site, the responsibility of 
getting connectivity and grid access to 
the transmission system will lie with 
the developer. The bidding agency may 
provide a list of substations from which 
the bidders may choose the delivery 
points in a particular tender.

Suppose the successful bidder is a 
single company or a consortium. In 
that case, they should ensure that its 
shareholding in the project company 
executing the BESPA should not be 
below 51% at any time before the 
commercial operation date.

As per a recent NITI Aayog report, 
India’s annual battery market could 
surpass $15 billion (~₹1.12 trillion) 
by 2030, and the battery demand is 
expected to rise to 260 GWh in the 
‘accelerated scenario’ by 2030. 

Policy





Policy

By : Arjun Joshi

The Delhi government’s recent budget announcement 
included proposals for a new solar policy and EV advancement 
in the state

The Greener Side of 
Delhi's Budget
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n the recent state budget 
announcement, the Delhi 
government proposes 
introducing a new 

solar policy in 2022-23, targeting a 
cumulative rooftop solar capacity of 
2.5 GW in the next five years. Once the 
target is achieved, rooftop solar could 
contribute to 10% of Delhi’s annual 
energy demand.

The new solar policy is expected 
to create 40,000 jobs for sales, 
construction workers, electricians, 
technicians, and engineers in the 
rooftop solar segment.

Electric Vehicles
The government also announced 

its plan to launch 4,200 e-autos with 
33% reservation for women drivers in 
the coming year. Deputy CM Manish 
Sisodia said the government would 
issue 5,000 e-auto every year for the 
next five years, creating 25,000 new 
jobs.

In August 2020, the Delhi 

government issued its EV policy to 
boost the adoption of electric vehicles 
(EVs) in the national capital. In 2019-20, 
the share of EVs in the state was 1.2%. 
Sisodia claimed that Delhi had become 
the first state in India to cross the 10% 
mark in EV sales as of February 2022. 
The state’s EV policy is expected to 
create 20,000 new jobs in five years 
in EV sales, repair and maintenance, 
and operation and maintenance of EV 
charging stations.

Delhi’s EV policy aims to speed up 
EV adoption, primarily in the category 
of two-wheelers, public and shared 
transport vehicles, and goods carriers. 
It plans to boost the adoption of 
battery electric vehicles, contributing 
to 25% of all new vehicle registrations 
by 2024. The policy proposes 
financial incentives, tax, fee waivers, 
charging and swapping infrastructure 
establishment, job creation, and a 
battery cycling ecosystem. The creation 
of a non-lapsable ‘State EV Fund’ was 
envisioned to be funded through the 

air ambiance fund, levy of additional 
taxes, cess, and fees on inefficient or 
polluting vehicles.

The Government of India issued 
a draft notification directing the 
Transport Department of the 
Government of National Capital 
Territory (NCT) of Delhi to increase 
EV adoption to curb the increasing air 
pollution. The draft notification issued 
by the Department of Environment and 
Forests stated that the transport sector 
is the primary source of air pollution 
in Delhi, especially PM2.5 emissions. 
Vehicular emissions also accounted 
for 80% of nitrogen oxides and carbon 
monoxides in Delhi’s air.

The Delhi Budget has stated that 
the state government’s onus is to 
provide clean air and water for future 
generations, an integral part of the 
Delhi government’s vision of 2047. Over 
100,000 green jobs are anticipated 
to be created with the launch of 
several green initiatives by the Delhi 
Government in the next five years. 
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Special Nanoparticles 
to Capture CO2

Scientists at IISER-Kolkata demonstrated a new strategy to 
synthesize novel solid adsorbents to develop special types of 
nano or microparticles to capture CO2
By : Satish Shetty

group of scientists at the 
Indian Institute of Science 
Education and Research 
(IISER), Kolkata, with the 

support from the government of India’s 
Department of Science & Technology 
(DST), under the Mission Innovation 
program, demonstrated a strategy 
to synthesize novel solid adsorbents, 
especially for carbon dioxide capture 
and utilization.

The group led by Professor Rahul 
Banerjee from IISER-Kolkata discovered 
special types of nanoparticles or 
microparticles which can capture CO2 in 
their micro and mesoporous voids.

Carbon capture and utilization are 
growing research fields with their 
primary focus on reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions. With several 
industrial advancements already been 
demonstrated by various researchers, 
none of them have been economically 
viable and complete the carbon dioxide 
capture and utilization solution. The 
group claimed their research on solid 
absorbents might offer a vital material 
for carbon capture.

The novel materials with distinct 
physical properties on their surfaces 
that have been synthesized include 
porous Covalent Organic Frameworks 
(COF) like COF-graphene Janus thin 
films, porous covalent bonded organic 
nanotubes, and COF coated zeolite.

The 2D graphene sheets as a grafter 
helped the researchers to design and 
create COF-graphene Janus thin films 
through the interactions (non-covalent) 
between the COF and graphene, 
rendering flexible porous Janus films 
at the dichloromethane (DCM)-water 
interface.

The researchers claimed that the 
newly designed COF-coated zeolites 
could be an excellent candidate for 
carbon dioxide storage in the industry 
due to their high surface area and 
increased chemical stability.

The high carbon dioxide uptake 
for the COF coated zeolites, even after 
treatment with weak acids, makes it 
appropriate for industrial purposes. The 
COFs coating prevented the degradation 
of zeolite structure from moisture, weak 
acids, and water.

The research group recently 
discovered purely covalent bonded 
organic nanotubes (CONTs) with 
a structure unavailable until now 
through a novel bottom-up approach. 
The researchers claim that although 
zero-dimensional covalent organic 
cages and two- and three-dimensional 
covalent organic frameworks were 
previously reported, the synthesis of 
one-dimensional organic nanotubes was 
unheard of until now.

The synthesized CONTs have the 
edge over the analogous carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) in functionalization, 
synthetic conditions, and porosity, 
exhibiting a higher Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) surface area. Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area 
analysis is the multi-point measurement 
of an analyte’s specific surface area 
(m2/g) through gas adsorption analysis, 
where an inert gas such as nitrogen 
continuously flows over a solid sample, 
or the solid sample is suspended in a 
defined gaseous volume.

These CONTs are promising 
candidates for efficient carbon dioxide 
adsorption and have also showcased 
photosensitizing ability, which can 
convert the adsorbed carbon dioxide 
into carbon oxide upon irradiation of 
visible light.

Previously, the government of 
India’s Department of Science and 
Technology, to encourage translational 
research on carbon capture, utilization 
& storage (CCUS), had invited proposals 
from Indian researchers under the 
Accelerating CCUS Technologies (ACT) 
program in collaboration with other 
ACT member countries.

As suggested by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi at the COP26 Summit 
in Glasgow last year, India intends 
to reduce 1 billion tons of carbon 
emissions until the end of the decade 
and reduce its economy’s carbon 
intensity by less than 45% by 2030. 
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Hydropower to be Traded 
in Green Term-Ahead 
Market
The CERC approved the introduction of hydropower in GTAM to 
help entities buy and sell hydropower to meet their hydropower 
purchase obligations
By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar
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he Central Electricity 
Regulatory Commission 
(CERC) has approved the 
introduction of hydropower 

in the Green Term-Ahead Market 
(GTAM) following a petition by the 
Indian Energy Exchange (IEX) to 
facilitate the growth of hydropower in 
the country.

The Commission directed IEX to 
incorporate the appropriate provisions 
in its by-laws, rules, and business 
rules concerning the introduction of 
hydropower contracts in GTAM and 
submit it to the Commission within two 
weeks.

IEX filed a petition seeking approval 
to introduce hydropower contracts in 
the GTAM at IEX to facilitate obligated 
entities' hydropower purchase 
obligation (HPO) compliance.

Background
The Ministry of Power has set a target 

to add 30 GW of hydropower capacity 
by 2030. The Ministry also notified 
HPO as a separate category to non-solar 
renewable power obligation (RPO).

As per the guidelines notified by 
the Ministry of Power, HPO may be 
met from the power procured from 
eligible large hydropower projects 
commissioned on and after March 08, 
2019, and up to March 31, 2030.

HPO may also be achieved from the 
free power being provided to the state 
from such large hydropower projects.

IEX, in its submission, said that in 
the proposed hydro GTAM contracts, 
participants would be able to transact 
across all periods, i.e., intra-day, day-
ahead contingency, daily, and weekly 
currently allowed for the existing GTAM.

Further, IEX proposed that in hydro 
GTAM contracts, large hydropower 
projects commissioned after March 08, 
2019, would be eligible to participate. 
On the other hand, all the entities 
eligible to procure power through open 
access would be eligible to participate 
as a buyer in the hydro GTAM contracts.

The Power System Operation 
Corporation (POSOCO), in its response, 
commented that while it was good 
to have a hydropower product in the 
short-term market, HPO contracts in 
the term-ahead market (TAM) alone 
may not be enough to drive adequate 

returns on the investments made on 
hydropower projects.

Commission’s analysis
The Commission observed that 

introducing hydropower contracts in 
existing GTAM on the power exchange 
would provide an additional avenue 
for the existing and prospective 
hydropower generators to sell the 
power. Through the hydro GTAM 
contracts, the obligated entities would 
procure hydropower and thus meet 
their HPO requirements.

The Commission agreed with the 
proposal to introduce a separate 
window for hydropower contracts 
in the existing GTAM along with the 
already existing windows for solar and 
other non-solar contracts. A dedicated 
window for hydro contracts in GTAM 
would facilitate matching hydropower 
buy bids with sell bids.

Also, the obligated entities procuring 
renewable energy from hydropower 
contracts through the proposed 
separate window in the GTAM would be 
eligible for meeting their HPO because 
only hydropower with green attributes 
would be available for sale through such 
a window.

The Commission noted that the 
proposed hydro contracts were on the 
same lines as the existing contracts 
under GTAM. The Commission allowed 
IEX to introduce intra-day hydro 
contracts, day-ahead contingency hydro 
contracts, daily hydro contracts, and 
weekly hydro contracts in the GTAM.

The central regulator also approved 
IEX’s proposal for price discovery 
methodology and matching rules for the 
hydro GTAM contracts. CERC said that 

the methodology proposed by IEX was 
the same as that of the methodology 
followed in the existing term-ahead 
market.

The Commission added that 
initially, such hydropower projects, 
commissioned on and after March 08, 
2019, and up to March 31, 2030, and 
having installed capacity greater than 
25 MW, would be able to participate in 
hydro contracts of GTAM.

Also, CERC said that the waiver of 
interstate transmission charges for a 
renewable generation was available per 
the provisions of the CERC Regulations, 
2020. Any such waiver should be 
admissible to the entities which 
fulfilled the conditions specified under 
regulations.

The central regulator directed that 
the inter-se priority of curtailment 
between solar, non-solar, and 
hydropower transactions and between 
renewable and conventional bilateral 
transactions will be governed by 
the CERC (Open Access In Interstate 
Transmission) Regulations, 2008 or 
the CERC (Indian Electricity Grid Code) 
Regulations, 2010.

Last October, CERC approved the 
introduction of the Green Day Ahead 
Contract (GDAC) at IEX and the Power 
Exchange India in the Integrated Day 
Ahead Market (IDAM) in a restricted 
manner.

Earlier in December 2020, IEX had 
launched green daily and green weekly 
contracts on its green market trading 
platform.

Subscribe to Mercom’s real-time 
Regulatory Updates to ensure you don’t 
miss any critical updates from the 
renewable industry.  
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Policy

By : Arjun Joshi

The new bidding guidelines include the extension of the 
scheduled commissioning date for the hybrid projects, and 
the delay charges involved

Solar-Wind Hybrid
Projects Get More
Time for Completion
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he Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy (MNRE) 
has amended the guidelines 
for a tariff-based competitive 

bidding process for power procurement 
from grid-connected solar-wind hybrid 
projects.

The guideline has been amended 
to include ‘intermediary procurer’ as 
an alternative term for the procurer. 
The previous version read the term 
procurer as distribution licensee or their 
authorized representative.

In cases where the distribution 
licensee authorizes a separate agency 
to carry out the tendering or bidding 
process on its behalf, then the 
authorized agency will be responsible 
for fulfilling all the obligations imposed 
on the procurer during the bidding 
phase, per new guidelines.

The scheduled commissioning date 
(SCD) for the hybrid projects has been 
changed to 24 months from the date of 
execution of the PPA or PSA, whichever 
is later. Earlier, this period was 18 
months. Delay in commissioning beyond 
the scheduled commissioning period 
will involve penalties on the hybrid 
power generator, as detailed below:
1.  For delay in commissioning up to six 

months from SCD, encashment of 
performance bank guarantees on per 
day basis and proportionate to the 

capacity not commissioned.
2.  For delay in commissioning beyond 

six months from SCD, generator 
event of default will be considered to 
have occurred, and the contracted 
capacity will stand reduced to the 
project capacity commissioned up 
to SCD + six months. The PPA for the 
balance capacity not commissioned 
will be terminated.

3.  Commissioning or part 
commissioning of the project will 
not be declared until the generator 
demonstrates possession of land, 
in addition to the other conditions 
as established by the procurer or 
intermediary procurer for part 
commissioning portion of land 
on which the part of the project 
is commissioned should be with a 
generator.

4.  The appropriate Commission will 
adopt the tariffs within 60 days 
of such submission. However, 
notwithstanding anything contained 
in these guidelines, any delay in the 
adoption of tariff by the appropriate 
Commission beyond 60 days will 
entail a corresponding extension in 
the scheduled commissioning date.
The extension of the project timeline 

for hybrid projects from 18 months to 
24 months is seen by some industry 
stakeholders as a relief for hybrid 

project developers for whom wind 
turbine availability is a challenge and 
prices rise. Others look at the increase 
in interest during construction (IDC) as 
the projects have six more months for 
commissioning.

The increase in IDC could impact the 
project costs, which might be added 
to the output tariff if not borne by the 
developers.

Unlike pure solar or wind projects, 
developers must find a location with 
optimal irradiation and wind currents in 
the same spot to set up hybrid projects. 
The extension in the project timeline 
could help developers get more time 
to find the optimal location for hybrid 
projects.

According to Mercom India’s Solar 
Project Tracker, there are a total of 
483 MW of hybrid projects currently in 
operation in India, with 6,872 MW in the 
pipeline.

Last November, MNRE issued a 
detailed proposal for developing wind 
parks and wind-solar hybrid parks. 
According to the document, areas with 
a wind potential of more than 30% 
capacity utilization factor (CUF) will be 
considered. Each park’s capacity should 
be 500 MW or more; however, parks of 
lower capacity may also be developed 
depending on land and resource 
availability.  

T
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By : Arjun Joshi

According to Mercom’s 2021 Q4 and Annual India Solar Market 
Update, the average cost to develop solar projects saw an 
increase due to higher component prices and GST

Cost of Large-Scale Solar 
Projects Rise

he average cost of large-scale 
solar projects in the fourth 
quarter of 2021 (Q4 2021) was 
approximately ₹43 million 

(~$566,008)/MW, according to Mercom’s 
recently released 2021 Q4 and Annual 
India Solar Market Update.

The average cost increased by 21.6% 
compared to the same period last year 

when it was ₹35.3 million (~$488,255)/
MW and a 1% rise from the previous 
quarter when the cost was about ₹4.24 
million (~$559,828)/MW.

The report attributes the rise in the 
average cost of projects in 2021 to the 
higher goods and services tax (GST) and 
component prices triggered by supply 
chain disruptions. Project costs are 

estimated to increase further as BCD 
comes into effect in April 2022.

The project costs varied between 
₹4.03 Cr (~$0.508 million)/MW and 
₹4.39 Cr (~$0.576 million)/MW, 
depending on the type of module used.

The Chinese polycrystalline module 
ASPs in 2021 recorded the highest rise in 
recent history, with a 35% increase YoY.

T

Markets
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According to the report, the average 
selling price (ASP) of polycrystalline 
modules from China increased by 10% 
compared to the previous quarter. In 
contrast, the ASP of Chinese mono 
PERC modules increased by 1% 
compared to Q3.

The prices of Chinese modules have 
increased for seven sequential quarters, 
a trend that has never been seen in 
the past ten years. Module prices had 
only seen an upward trend in just two 
quarters before the pandemic in the past 
five years. Solar module manufacturers 
also believe that prices of Chinese 
modules are expected to stay high 
through Q1 2022.

Prices of the Indian modules also 
increased. The ASP of the Indian 
polycrystalline modules increased by 
3%, and the Indian mono PERC module 
ASP increased by 1% compared to the 
previous quarter.

The report notes that the rise in 
module ASPs resulted from higher 
prices of freight, polysilicon, EVA, back 

sheets, aluminum framers, and solar 
glass.

According to the report, India added 
10 GW of solar capacity in the calendar 
year (CY) 2021, a 210% increase year-

over-year (YoY), compared to 3.2 
GW installed in CY 2020. Large-scale 
solar projects accounted for 83% of 
installations with 8.3 GW and saw a 
230% increase YoY during CY 2021. 
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By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

The approved Green Energy Corridor will help evacuate 20 GW of 
renewables from across seven states by financial year 2025-26 

Green Energy Corridor 
Phase II Gets a Go Ahead

he Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy (MNRE) 
has issued a notification 
granting approval to 

implement the Intrastate Transmission 
System Green Energy Corridor (GEC), 
Phase-II, in Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Rajasthan, Tamil 
Nadu, and Uttar Pradesh.

According to the notification, 
the President has approved the 
implementation of the Phase-II of the 
GEC program.

Earlier in January, the Cabinet 
Committee on Economic Affairs, 
chaired by Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi, had approved the Green Energy 
Corridor Phase-II program for intrastate 
transmission systems.

The GEC Phase-II program aims to 
add 10,753 km of transmission lines 
and 27,546 MVA capacity of substations 
across the listed seven states. The 
program aims to evacuate 20 GW of 
renewable power from these states.

It will be implemented by the state 
transmission utilities (STUs) and is 
scheduled to be completed by the 
financial year (FY) 2025-26.

As per the program outlay, the 
total estimated project cost is ₹120.31 
billion (~$1.57 million), out of which the 
approved central financial assistance at 
33% of the project cost is ₹39.71 billion 
(~$518.73 million).

The CFA will be disbursed to the 
STUs in two installments, 70% after 
the award of work and 30% after the 

commissioning of the project.
The state-wise approved CFA is given 

below:
The balance 67% of the project cost 

will be available as a loan from KfW, 
REC, and Power Finance Corporation. 
The Government of India has signed 
a joint declaration of intent with 
Germany for the grant of loans for 
the establishment of Green Energy 
Corridors in the country. As per the 
agreement, concessional loans of 
€400 million (~$420.71 million) will 
be available as committed by KfW, 
Germany.

As the projects under GEC Phase-
II are different from those under 
Phase-I, the funds for projects will 
also be utilized separately and not 
merged. Further, the states that are 
also implementing projects under 
GEC Phase-I, CFA for projects under 
Phase-II will be disbursed only after 
commissioning the projects under 
Phase-I.

As per the notification, the STUs 

may divide the projects into various 
packages for the ease of tendering 
and implementation. The STUs should 
submit the list of packages and the 
respective detailed project report (DPR) 
with costs to MNRE within four weeks of 
the issue of the approval order. All the 
packages must be tendered and awarded 
to the contractors by the STUs within 
two years, i.e., by December 31, 2023.

Any major changes in the approved 
projects before the award of work with 
proper technical justification may be 
done with the technical appraisal of the 
Central Electricity Authority (CEA) and 
approval of MNRE within two years, i.e., 
by December 31, 2023. The approval of 
MNRE will be a pre-requisite before the 
tender is awarded.

CEA has been entrusted with 
monitoring the project and ensuring 
that the projects follow all the norms 
(including safety standards) prescribed 
by the central and state governments.

In March last year, the Ministry of 
Power had said that as the intrastate 
transmission systems had a significant 
share in the country, and the adoption 
of tariff-based competitive bidding to 
develop intrastate transmission systems 
could effectively reduce the burden on 
the state governments. It would also lead 
to reduced tariffs leading to consumers’ 
benefits.

Subscribe to Mercom’s real-time 
Regulatory Updates to ensure you don’t 
miss any critical updates from the 
renewable industry. 

T

The total estimated 
project cost is 

₹120.31 billion out of 
which the approved 

CFA at 33% of the 
project cost is 
₹39.71 billion
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News in Brief

Industry News  
and Policy Briefs

The Indian Renewable Energy 
Development Agency Limited 
(IREDA) approved a loan of ₹2.68 
billion (~$35.27 million) to BluSmart 
Mobility, an electric ride-hailing 
platform — to buy 3,000 electric cars. 
The loan is to help BluSmart expand 
its fleet of electric vehicles (Evs) and 
increase the use of EVs in the Delhi-
NCR region. Of the total loan, the first 
tranche of ₹35.70 million (~$4.7 million) 
has been disbursed by IREDA to the 
company.

Abu Dhabi-based public joint-stock 
company International Holding 
Company PJSC announced an 
investment of $2 billion in three of 
Adani Group’s companies. Adani 
Green Energy will receive $500 
million out of this investment. Adani 
Transmission will receive $500 million, 
while Adani Enterprises will receive $1 
billion through a preferential allotment 
route. The capital will be utilized to 
pursue the growth of the respective 
businesses, further strengthen the 
balance sheet, and for general corporate 
purposes.

Reliance New Energy Solar, Ola 
Electric Mobility, Hyundai Global 
Motors, and Rajesh Exports have 
been approved by the Ministry of 
Heavy Industries for receiving 
incentives under the production-
linked incentive program for 
advanced chemistry cells (ACC) for 
energy storage. Ola and Hyundai 
will receive incentives for setting 
up ACC capacities of 20 GWh each, 
while Reliance New Solar and 
Rajesh Exports have been awarded 
incentives for 5 GW capacity each. 
The total capacity under the program 
is set at 50 GWh with an outlay of 
over ₹181 billion (~$2.47 billion).

Global trading and investment company 
Mitsui & Co is acquiring a 49% stake 
in ReNew Power’s 400 MW round-the-
clock utility-scale renewable energy 
project. The financial details of the 
acquisition were not disclosed. The 
project will consist of three newly 
built wind farms of 900 MW combined 
capacity and a 400 MW solar project 
with 100 MWh battery storage. The 
projects are spread across Rajasthan, 
Karnataka, and Maharashtra, developed 
by ReNew Power’s subsidiary, ReNew 
Surya Roshni. The total cost of the 
project will be about $1.35 billion.

Reliance New Energy substantially 
acquired all assets of Lithium Werks 
BV, a provider of cobalt-free Lithium 
Iron Phosphate batteries, for $61 
million, including funding for future 
growth. Lithium Werks has nearly 200 
MWh annual production capacity, 
including coating, cell, and custom 
module manufacturing capability. 
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News in Brief

Policy Briefs
States

Center

Uttarakhand Electricity Regulatory 
Commission revised the additional 
surcharge to ₹1.07 (~$0.014)/kWh for 
consumers sourcing power through 
open access from April 1, 2022, to 
September 30, 2022. This is a 45% 
decrease from the additional surcharge 
of ₹1.94 (~$0.026)/kWh applicable from 
October 1, 2021, to March 31, 2022.

The Karnataka Electricity 
Regulatory Commission (KERC) 
ruled that the energy banked and 
unutilized as of March 31, 2021, 
including the carried forward banked 
energy for the financial year 2020 
from all renewable sources, both REC 
(renewable energy certificate) and 
non-REC route, should be utilized 
on or before August 31, 2022, by the 
companies wheeling energy under 
the wheeling and banking agreement.

The Himachal Pradesh Energy 
Development Agency released the 
approved benchmark costs for grid-
connected residential rooftop solar 
projects for the financial years 2022-
23 and 2023-24. The newly approved 
benchmark costs in Himachal Pradesh 
for grid-connected residential rooftop 
solar systems of 1 kW to 3 kW in size is 
₹50,000 ($664)/kW, and for projects 
above 3 kW and up to 10 kW, it is 
₹48,6000 ($645)/kW. For projects 
of 10 kW up to 100 kW, the cost 
considered is ₹45,000 (~$598)/kW, and 
for projects above 100 kW and up to 
500 kW, it is ₹42,000 (~$558)/kW.The Telangana State Electricity 

Regulatory Commission revised the 
additional surcharge to ₹1.15 (~$0.015)/
kWh for consumers sourcing power 
through open access from April 1, 2022, 
to September 30, 2022. This is a 20% 
increase from the additional surcharge 
of ₹0.96 (~$0.013)/kWh applicable from 
January 1, 2022, to March 31, 2022.

The Directorate General of Trade Remedies (DGTR) recommended 
imposing anti-dumping duty on the imports of fluoro backsheet 
originating in or exported from China for five years starting March 29, 2022. 
DGTR, in its investigation, found that the fluoro backsheet has been exported 
to India at a price below the normal value, resulting in dumping, and noted 
that the dumping margin is substantial. China had dumped 331 metric tons of 
fluoro backsheet annually during the investigation period.

The Ministry of New and Renewable 
Energy (MNRE) amended the 
‘Approved List of Models and 
Manufacturers (ALMM) of Solar 
Modules (requirements for Compulsory 
Registration) Order, 2019, postponing 
the date of compliance for open access 
and net metering projects. Open access 
and net metering (rooftop solar) projects 
will be required to source modules from 
the vendors listed in the ALMM starting 
October 1, 2022.

MNRE reduced the performance 
security deposits to 3% of the contract 
value for all renewable tenders issued 
until March 31, 2023. The Ministry 
clarified that the performance bank 
guarantee (PBG) for tenders issued 
between December 16, 2021, and the 
date of the notification should also be 
maintained at 3%.



News in Brief

The Ministry of Power informed that it would be writing to the Department 
of Revenue recommending a uniform slab of 5% goods and services tax 
(GST) on all renewable energy components nationwide. The Ministry also 
requested renewable energy associations and developers to provide the 
harmonized system code and the present GST rate against the proposed 
components and raw materials.

The Ministry of Power has introduced 
a conciliation mechanism for settling 
contractual disputes regarding power 
projects implemented by central public 
sector undertakings (CPSUs) and 
developers under the administrative 
control of MoP. The mechanism was 
devised as CPSUs, and developers had 
concerns that the present resolution 
modalities are inadequate to address the 
disputes expeditiously and effectively 
between the developer and the 
contractors. The delay in resolving such 
contractual disputes has been identified 
as one of the significant reasons 
impacting the timely completion of 
power sector projects.
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Major Tender 
and Auction 
Announcements 
in March

This is a list of  major 
tenders and auctions from 
March. A comprehensive 
list can be found on 
Mercom’s Tender and 
Auction Tracker and 
Alerts. Please contact 
info@mercomindia.com 
for more information.

Tenders & Auctions

Fortum Power, SJVN, Hinduja Renewables Energy, 
and UPC Renewables were declared winners in the Gujarat 
Urja Vikas Nigam’s (GUVNL) auction to purchase power 
from 500 MW of grid-connected solar projects (Phase XIII). 

Reliance New Energy Solar, Ola Electric Mobility, 
Hyundai Global Motors, and Rajesh Exports have been 
approved by the Ministry of Heavy Industries for receiving 
incentives under the production-linked incentive (PLI) 

program for advanced chemistry cells for 
energy storage.

Power Grid Corporation of India was declared the 
winner under the tariff-based competitive bidding to 
establish a transmission system for evacuation of 
power from solar energy zones in Rajasthan (8.1 GW) 
under Phase-II -Part-G on a build, own, operate, and 
maintain basis.

Auctions
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Railway Energy Management Company Limited 
(REMCL) invited bids to set up a 14 MW rooftop solar 
project at the Modern Coach Factory, Raebareli, in Uttar 
Pradesh, for Indian Railways.

The Himachal Pradesh Energy Development 
Agency (HIMURJA) issued a notice inviting tender for 
empanelment of vendors to design, supply, erect, and 
commission 10 MW of residential rooftop solar systems 
ranging from 1 kW to 500 kW.

Jharkhand Renewable Energy Development Agency 
(JREDA) invited bids to empanel agencies to identify 
rooftops, design, install, and commission 5 MW of 
residential rooftop solar systems of various capacities in 
Giridih city of Jharkhand.

The Department of Power, Nagaland, invited bids 
to empanel vendors to install 3.8 MW of residential 
rooftop solar systems of various capacities.

Military Engineer Services (MES) issued a notice 
inviting tender to install a 1.68 MW rooftop solar system 
at Ambala Air Force Station.

The Goa Energy Development Agency (GEDA) issued 

a tender to install rooftop solar projects of 1.65 MW 
cumulative capacity atop various government buildings 
in Panaji.

Bengal Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals issued an 
expression of interest for the empanelment of vendors 
for installing rooftop solar systems of 1 MW each at 
Manicktala and Panihati factories on a build, own, 
operate, and transfer (BOOT) basis.

Rajasthan Electronics and Instruments (REIL) invited 
bids for the survey, installation, and commissioning of 
1 MW of rooftop solar projects on various buildings in 
Jammu and Kashmir.

National Aluminium Company (NALCO) issued 
a request for proposal for installing rooftop solar 
projects of 995 kW at NALCO’s refinery complex in 
Damanjodi and 100 kW at NALCO’s port facility in 
Vishakhapatnam.

Dakshin Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam (DHBVN) invited 
bids for the empanelment of agencies to install 
rooftop solar systems of 1 kW to 500 kW capacity in 
residential premises.

Rooftop Solar Tenders

Tenders & Auctions
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Top Large-Scale Solar Tenders
Madhya Pradesh Urja Vikas Nigam (MPUVNL) invited 

bids to set up 440 MW of grid-connected solar power 
projects of 500 kW to 2 MW capacity under Component 
A of the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Urja evam Utthan 
Mahabhiyan (PM-KUSUM) program.

Punjab Energy Development Agency (PEDA) invited 
bids to select farmers to set up 217 MW of solar power 
projects with individual project capacities of 1 MW, 1.5 
MW, or 2 MW under Component A of the KUSUM program 
in the state.

NLC India invited bids to set up 100 MW interstate 
transmission system (ISTS)-connected solar power 
projects on a pan India basis. 

Navi Mumbai Municipal Corporation (NMMC) issued 
a request for proposal (RfP) for commissioning a 1.5 MW 
hydroelectric power project and a 100 MW floating solar 
project at Morbe dam in Raigad, Maharashtra.

Convergence Energy Services Limited (CESL) invited 
bids to install 86 MW of decentralized solar systems 
ranging from 300 kW to 10 MW at various Punjab State 
Power Corporation substations.

Jharkhand Renewable Energy Development Agency 
(JREDA) invited bids to select an agency for conducting 
a topographical survey, geotechnical investigation, and 
hydrological study for the 80 MW solar park at Deoghar, 
Simdega, Palamu, and Garhwa in Jharkhand.

Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) issued a 
notice inviting tender for the engineering, procurement, 
and construction (EPC) of 44 MW of solar projects 
at different sites of Singareni Collieries Company in 
Telangana.

Gujarat State Electricity Corporation (GSECL) 
invited bids to install 40 MW of grid-connected solar 
projects around the substations of the Gujarat Energy 
Transmission Corporation at Manjal (10 MW) and 
Junachay (30 MW) in the Kutch district of Gujarat.

Kerala State Electricity Board (KSEB) issued a request 
for selection (RfS) for setting up grid-connected solar 
projects with an aggregate capacity of 34.5 MW near its 
substations under Component A of the KUSUM Program.

Gujarat State Electricity Corporation (GSECL) issued 

an RfS seeking bids from EPC contractors to install 
30 MW of grid-connected solar projects near Gujarat 
Energy Transmission Corporation substations.

Gujarat State Electricity Corporation (GSECL) also 
announced an EPC tender for 27 MW of grid-connected 
solar projects around the substations of the Gujarat 
Energy Transmission Corporation at Sitagadh (15 MW) 
and Kuntalpur (12 MW) in the Surendranagar district of 
Gujarat.

CIL Navikarniya Urja, on behalf of Bharat Coking 
Coal, invited bids for the installation of a 25 MW grid-
connected solar project with an associated transmission 
system at Bhojudih Coal Washery in Purulia, West Bengal. 
It also issued an EPC tender for a 15 MW solar project and 
the associated transmission system in the Pench area of 
Western Coalfields (WCL) in Madhya Pradesh.

Gujarat State Electricity Corporation (GSECL) issued 
an RfS for EPC contractors to install and commission a 
16 MW grid-connected solar project at Mora in 
Surat district near the substation of Gujarat Energy 
Transmission Corporation.

Bilaspur Smart City Limited (BSCL) invited bids to 
set up 6.3 MW of solar projects at Domuhani, Smriti Van, 
and Ghuru Ameri in Chhattisgarh.

SECI issued an EPC tender for a 5 MW saffron-based 
agro solar project in the Pulwama district of Jammu & 
Kashmir. 

Haryana Shahri Vikas Pradhikaran (HSVP), formerly 
Haryana Urban Development Authority, issued a 
notice inviting tender for the supply, installation, and 
commissioning of 2.7 MW of solar projects at various 
locations of sewage treatment plants, water treatment 
plants, and waterworks in Panchkula, Haryana. It 
also issued another tender to install 2.7 MW of solar 
projects at various sewage treatment plants, water 
treatment plants, and waterworks in Ambala, Naraingarh, 
Kurukshetra, and Kaithal in Haryana.

Bharatiya Reserve Bank Note Mudran, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of the Reserve Bank of India, invited 
bids to install a 1 MW ground-mounted solar project 
without a battery bank on its premises in Mysuru.

Tenders & Auctions
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Tenders & Auctions

PFC Consulting invited bids to develop an interstate 
transmission system to evacuate 20 GW of power from the 
renewable energy zone in Rajasthan.

Meghalaya Power Distribution Corporation (MePDCL) 
issued an expression of interest to select consultants 
for preparing of detailed project report for setting up 
a 50 MW ground-mounted solar project, including a 
transmission network and substation at Naringre under 
East Garo Hills in Meghalaya.

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) issued a 
notice inviting tender for rectification work of the 50 MW 
Ramagundam solar project site at Singareni Collieries in 
Telangana. 

The Electricity Department of Daman and Diu 
issued an operation and maintenance (O&M) tender for 
10 MW of ground-mounted solar projects in the union 
territory.

Modern Coach Factory, Raebareli, invited bids for 
the annual maintenance contract for a 3 MW ground-
mounted solar project on its premises.

Ballari City Corporation issued a consultancy tender 
to develop a 10 MW ground-mounted solar project in 
Ballari, Karnataka. 

Madhya Pradesh Power Management Company Limited 

(MPPMCL) issued an expression of interest inviting bids 
from consultants for validation, registration, verification, 
issuance, and trading of eligible carbon credits from 
rooftop solar projects in Madhya Pradesh.

Singareni Collieries (SCCL) issued a tender for the 
appointment of a consultancy agency to prepare 
preliminary survey reports on policy and infrastructure 
for developing ground-mounted solar projects in the states 
of Rajasthan, Gujarat, and Karnataka.

NTPC Renewable Energy invited expressions of 
interest for shortlisting suitable land banks and parcels to 
set up wind energy projects in Rajasthan, Maharashtra, 
Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, and 
Madhya Pradesh.

NTPC invited bids for the appointment of a qualified 
coordinating agency for the floating solar project at its 
thermal power plant in Ramagundam, Telangana.

Rajasthan Electronics and Instruments Limited (REIL) 
issued a notice inviting tender for rate contract of energy 
net meters and whole current solar meters.

Bureau of Energy Efficiency invited bids to hire 
agencies to develop energy benchmarking for electric 
vehicles (EVs) and EV chargers and estimate the impact of 
EV chargers on the grid.

Other Tenders
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